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A New Approach to
Parameterized Clone Detection
Using Abstract Syntax Tree
Chung Yung and Che-Wei Wu
Abstract—This paper describes a new approach of parameterized clone detection using abstract syntax tree. Since a considerable
fraction of the source code of large-scale computer programs is duplicate code, called as clones, replacing the duplicate code by
procedure calls serves as an effective way for reducing object code size. Various techniques are proposed for finding clones, but not
much about their use with procedure abstraction is reported. We propose a new approach of parameterized clone detection using
abstract syntax tree so that a straightforward transformation on the clones detected into procedure calls is possible.
Index Terms—Clone detection, code clone, procedure abstraction, abstract syntax tree
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1

I NTRODUCTION

I

N this paper, we propose a new approach to
parameterized clone detection to find out the clones
which get to be replaced by procedure calls. In our
front research, it can reduce the object code size through
the procedural abstraction before code generation
stage. The mainly idea of procedural abstraction is to
abstract the identical parts in a program into a single
procedure, hence we need a clone detection which is
more powerful than other approaches that are not used
for this purpose. This paper present simple and practical
approach for detecting the parameterized clones which
can be used by procedural abstraction.

Existing research[18] suggests that large software
systems typically contain 10-25% redundant code
(clones). This redundancy is caused by reusing code
through copy-and-paste or programming the structural
similarities code accidentally. If there are many clones in
a program, it cause code sized large and unstructured
in which we need large memory to store large object
code and spend more cost to maintain the unstructured
code. Hence, detecting and refactoring the clones are
very important topics.
In the meantime, detection and refactoring of
clones by procedure calls promises decreased program
maintain cost corresponding to the reduction in code
size. There are many types of clone detections in
the research area of software engineering, but these
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Code fragment 1: Code fragment 2:
x=x+y;
x=x+y;
If(x>sum)
if(x>sum)
x=sum;
x=y;
else
else
x=x+1;
x=x-y;
The clone is detected by Baker’s
Clone:
x=x+y;
if(x>sum)
x=

non-syntatic

Fig. 1. The Syntactically Incorrect Example.

approaches do not aim at procedural abstraction. It
implies that the constrain of clones is too serious or the
semantics of some detected clones is not completed. For
example, there are two code fragments in Figure1. It
shows the detected clone is incomplete and syntactically
incorrect. Since there are above problems in existent
clone detections, we propose a abstract-syntax-treebased approach to improve these problems.
According to clone detection techniques[20], it can
be divided into string-based[6], [8], token-based[3], [11],
or abstract-syntax-tree-based(AST)[5], [9], [13], [16].
String-based clone detection divides the program in
a number of strings such as lines and whole lines
compared to each other textually[6]. Token-based clone
detection transforms the program into a token stream
and then search the similar token sequence by suffix
tree. AST-based clone detection finds similar subtree
after building a parse tree. By our observation, the
existent clone detections find the similar code fragments
as clones, but our intention is different from these.
We are interested in those fragments that perhaps can
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( 1)
X=A+B
Z=A -B

( 2)
X=P+Q
Z=P -Q

( 3)
X=P+Q
Z=A -B

( 4)
X=P+1
Z=P -1

( 5)
X=P*Q
Z=P\Q

( 6)
X=5
Z = 10

Fig. 2. The Motivation Example.

be transformed into procedure calls. For example in
Figure2, there are 6 code fragments which are little
different from each other. According to existent clone
detections, they could find out the clone which is
{(1),(2)} or {(1),(2),(3)}. But we think about that these
6 code fragments all can be transformed into a single
procedure call. And we describe how to transform in
section 3.
The existent clone detections can not detect the clones
that are interesting for us, hence we propose a new
approach to detect those clones that can be transformed
into procedure calls. Our approach is based on AST,
but we do not compare each subtree. Since the tree
matching is inefficient, we use the concept of suffix tree
to detect interesting clones. And we describe the detail
of algorithm in section 4.

2

R ELATED WORKS

For clone detection techniques, there are many different
approaches to find out clones, which the definition of
clone are also varied. Our approach is like AST-based
technique, but we use the concept of suffix tree structure which is used in token-based technique. Hence we
introduce the AST-based approach that is proposed by
Baxter and the token-based approach that is proposed
by Baker in this section.
2.1 Baxter’s AST-based Approach
The approach based on abstract syntax tree is proposed
by Baxter et al.[5]. The basic idea is comparing each subtree of abstract syntax tree by computing the similarity. If
there are two subtrees whose similarity exceeds a threshold, these subtrees are called clone, which similarity is
computed by following formula :
Similarity = 2*S / (2*S+L+R)
where:
S = # of shared nodes
L = # of different nodes in subtree 1
R = # of different nodes in subtree 2

2

( a ) Basic Algorithm
1.Clones=Ø
2.For each subtree i
If mass(i)>=Threshold
Then hash i to bucket
3.For each subtree i and j in the same bucket
If CompareTree(i,h)>SimilarityThreshold
Then { For each subtree s of i
If IsMember(clones,s)
Then RemoveClonePair(clones,s)
For each subtree s of j
If IsMember(clones,s)
Then RemoveClonePair(clones,s)
AddClonePair(clones,i,j)

(b)Sequence Detection Algorithm
Sequence Detection Algorithm
1. Build the list structures describing sequences
2. For k = MinimumSequenceLengthThreshold
to MaximumSequenceLength
3. Place all subsequences of length k
into buckets according to subsequence hash
4. For each subsequence i and j in same bucket
If CompareSequences (i,j,k)> SimilityThreshold
Then { RemoveSequenceSubclonesOf (clones,i,j,k)
AddSequenceClonePair (clones,i,j,k)
}

Fig. 3. The Baxter’s Algorithm.
But computing the similarities of all subtree pairs is
not efficient, which complexity of computation is O(N 3 )
for the number N of nodes of AST. In order to solve
this serious problem, Baxter have proposed that using
hashing function to hash subtrees into some buckets if
the mass of subtree exceeds the mass threshold. Give
the basic algorithm as Figure 3.a.
The single subtree clones were found by above
algorithm, but the subtree sequence clones can not
be detected. Baxter build a list structure where each
list is associated with a sequence in the program, and
stores the hash codes of each subtree element of the
associated sequence. The Figure 3.b gives the sequence
clone detection algorithm which compares each pair of
subtree sequence clone if the length of clone sequence
exceeds the given threshold. This idea is similar to
subtree clone detection, which compares all pair of
subtree or all pair of subtree sequence, so this algorithm
also has a hash function to hash the sequence into some
buckets.
Baxter’s clone detection used the abstract syntax tree
and compared each subtree or subtree sequence to find
out exact and near-miss clones. Because this approach is
a tree match, it has higher complexity than token-based
approach. Then we describe the token-based approach
that is proposed by Baker.

2.2 Baker’s Token-based Approach
The approach is based on suffix trees which is used
for efficient string pattern match. Because it is a string
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0
$
a0
b0a0$

3

0b3a4$
a0$
$
b0a4$
$
0b3a4$

A p-suffix tree of the p-string S = axybxay$
Which the encoded substrings are:
a00b3a4$, 00b3a4$, 0b0a4$, b0a0$, 0a0$, a0$, 0$, $

every suffix is present through a path from the root to a
leaf. For any two leaf, we have two distinct paths from
root to the leaf. And if there is a common prefix shared
path, the shared path is a p-match substring of p-string,
which substring is a clone. Figure 4 shows the example
constructing suffix tree for S=axybxay$, where a, b, and
$ are non-parameter symbols and x, y are parameter
symbols.
Baker’s token-based clone detection using suffix tree
is linear in space with respect to the token string length
and there are linear algorithms to construct suffix tree
which are proposed by McCreight[15]

3
Fig. 4. Example of p-suffix tree of p-string S.

pattern match, it has good performance but it implies
the found clones illogical.
The idea of token-based clone detection is proposed
by Baker[1], [2], [3], [4]. Baker’s approach detected the
exact and parameterized match clones, while two code
fragments are called a parameterized match(p-match)
if there is a one-to-one function that maps the set of
parameters in one fragment onto the set of parameters
in another fragment. For any program code, this
approach uses the lexical analyzer to generate a token
string consisting of one ”non-parameter symbol” and
zero or more ”parameter symbol”. A code fragment
such as x=x+y is first transformed into P=P+P and a
list x,x,y; then a non-parameter symbol is generated
to represent the P=P+P and three parameter symbols
are generated to represent x,x,y. In this way, both the
parameter candidates and their positions are recorded
in the resulting string that is called a parameterized string
or p-string). In order to detect p-match from p-string,
this approach also needs to encode the parameter
symbols such way as followed. The first occurrence of
each parameter symbol is replaced by a 0. Each later
occurrence of parameter symbol is replaced by the
distance in the string since the previous occurrence
of the same symbol. Non-parameter symbols are left
unchanged. For example, if a, b, and $ represent nonparameter symbols, and x and y represent parameter
symbols, a p-string axybxay$ would be encoded as
a00b3a4.
After the lexical analysis, dup which is a detecting
parameterized match algorithm builds a tree called
parameterized suffix tree(p-suffix tree) for the p-string.
When we construct a p-suffix tree for a p-string S, we
need to encode each suffix substring of S, for above
example S, axybxay$, S has 8 suffix substrings that
are axybxay$, xybxay$, ybxay$, bxay$, xay$, ay$, y$, $. A
suffix tree is a representation of a string as a trie where

A S AMPLE L ANGUAGE

This section describes a simply sample program
language for our algorithm. The sample language
simplifies the standard Clanguage, and we call it Cs
language. The Cs language is used to describe our
algorithm simply and clearly, because we do not
need to care those nonessentials part of C language. The
following describes the token and syntax of Cs language.

3.1 Token List of Cs
A lexical scanner for Cs should be recognized as tokens
from Cs language that simplifies C language. Listed
below are main definitions of the pattern of lexical
tokens that are legal for Cs language.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)

int {int}
char {char}
float {float}
= {assign}
== {eq}
> {gt}
< {lt}
>= {ge}
<= {le}
if {if}
else {else}
while {while}
return {return}
[a-zA-z]+[0-9a-zA-Z]* {id}
[0-9]+(.[0-9]+)? {number}

3.2 Syntax of Cs
Listed following are the context-free grammar for Cs
language.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Cs : GDECLIST
GDECLIST: GDEC GDECLIST | GDEC
GDEC: ODECL | FUN
ODEC: TYPE DECLIST ;
TYPE: int | char | float
DECLIST: DEC , DECLIST | DEC
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7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)
21)
22)
23)
24)
25)
26)
27)
28)

4

DEC: NAME
NAME: id
FUN: TYPE NAME ( ARGLIST ) COMSTMT
ARGLIST: ARG , ARGLIST | ARG
ARG: TYPE NAME | (null)
COMSTMT: { STMTLIST }
STMTLIST: STMT STMTLIST | STMT
STMT: COMSTMT | ODEC | EXPLIST | IFSTMT |
WHILESTMT | RESTMT
EXPLIST: EXP , EXPLIST | EXP | ()null)
EXP: PRIM | PRIM assign PEXP
PEXP: PEXP OP1 TERM | TERM
TERM: TERM OP2 FACTOR | FACTOR
FACTOR: PRIM
PRIM: NAME | NAME(EXPLIST) | number
OP1: + | OP2: * | / | %
IFSTMT: if (REEXP) STMT ELSESTMT
ELSESTMT: else STMT | (null)
REEXP: EXP RELOP EXP | EXP
RELOP: eq | gt | ge | lt | le
WHILESTMT: while (REEXP) STMT
RESTMT: return | return EXP

PARAMETERIZED C LONE

In this paper, we are interested in the code fragments
that perhaps can be transformed into procedure calls,
and called parameterized clones. Hence, we give the
definition of parameterized clone here, and we use the
definition as the vest of this paper.
Definition: A parameterized clone class C of a
program P is a set of code segments p1 , ..., pk in P
such that when a general form of p1 , ..., pk is abstracted
into a procedure F , and p1 , ..., pk can be replaced by
calls to F1 , ..., Fk ∈ F with appropriate parameters. In
such a case, we call pi is a clone instance of clone
class C, where 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
We say that Θ is a set of parameterized clones class and
a parameterized clone class is a set of clone instances that
can transformed into a single procedure call. And then
we discuss about what kind of code fragments can be
transformed into procedure calls.
Code clones are generally know as duplicated code
fragments through copy-and-paste in a software system.
In convention, existent clone detections are designed
to compare two code fragments similar or not by
computing similarities or matching patterns, such as
Baxter’s approach or Baker’s. But we consider two
code fragments as parameterized clone if they can
be transformed into a single procedure call. For an
example in the Figure 2 of section 1, there are 6 code
fragments. The clone class {(1),(2)} is detected by
Baker’s approach in which code fragments are p-match,
and the clone class {(1),(2),(3),} is detected by Baxter’s

4

Abstract
Syntax Tree

Tp

Hash
Parse
Tree

Hashed
Parse Tree

Th

Construct
Suffix
Tree

Set of
the clones

Suffix Tree

Ts

Detect
Clones

Θ

Fig. 5. The Framework of Our Algorithm.

approach in which the nodes of each code fragments
are the same. Both of them do not deem the set
{(1),(2),(3),(4),(5),(6)} that is a clone class. We consider
the set {(1),(2),(3),(4),(5),(6)} as a parameterized clone
class because each clone instance in the set can be
transformed into a single procedural call F , such as
F (&X, A+B, &Z, A-B), F (&X, P+Q, &Z, P-Q), F (&X,
P+Q, &Z, A-B), F (&X, P+1, &Z, P-1), F (&X, P*Q, &Z,
P/Q), and F (&X, 5, &Z, 10). Although the facades of
(3), (4), and (5) are different, but each code fragments
is a statement sequence that is integer-assignment(Ai ) by
integer-assignment(Ai ). Hence we call the set of these 6
fragments parameterized clone class, it is similar to charassignment(Ac ) and floating-assignment(Af ). Generally
speaking, if there are two code fragments which
have the same kind of statement sequence, we may
regard these two fragments as parameterized clone class.
Moreover, we consider loop statements, such as while,
and selection statements, such as if, in a program. For the
two kinds of statements, we ignore their condition and
body, and call them Sw (while) and Si (if). For example,
two selection statements, if (x > y)then...else... and
if (a <= b)then...else.... These two statements both
call Si because we think about that the values of the
condition of Si are boolean values which we consider
as parameters of the made procedure, such as F (x>y,
...) and F (a<=b, ...). The bodies of loop statements or
selection statements are ignored at first, but we would
compare each body at constructing suffix tree.
At last we consider non-return-value function calls.
If two function calls are regarded as sameness, their
function name must be the same. Hence we give
all function calls the same key Sf , but we save
the information of the function name into this key.
Altogether, we simply classify all statements into 6
types that are Ai , Ac , Af , Sw , Si , and Sf . There are not
only 6 types of statements in a practical language, such
as for loop, but we can use the similar way to classify
others types. Hence we support a simple language that
only allows these 6 types in this paper. But we would
implement our approach in a practical language C.

5

C LONE D ETECTION

In this section, we describe our algorithm in detail. We
proposed a new approach for clone detection, which is
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The hash function is shown as follow.
Algorithm: Hash_Parse_Tree
Input: Parse Tree T p
Output : Hashed Parse Tree T h
Initialize T h , p = T p .root, and h = T h .root
Hash_Parse_Tree( p,h )
h .key = H ( p );
{
switch( h .key)
h .name = p .func_name;
{ CASE S f :
break;
h .body = create_node();
CASE S w :
Hash_Parse_Tree( p .body, h .body);
break;
h .then = create_node();
CASE S i :
Hash_Parse_Tree( p .then, h .then);
If( p .else)
h .else = create_node();
{
Hash_Parse_Tree( p .else, h .else);
}
break;
// A i , A c , and A f do nothing
}
h .next = creat_node();
if( p .next)
Hash_Parse_Tree( p .next, h .next);
else
h .next.key = $;
}

Fig. 6. The Hashing Parse Tree Algorithm.

a AST-based clone detection and use the suffix tree to
find out clones. In the other word, we use the abstract
syntax tree to construct the suffix tree to find out clones.
Our algorithm can be divided into three steps. First
step, we hash the parse tree of the program. We use the
hash function to classify all statements into six keys,
the input of this step is the parse tree of a program
Tp and the output is the hashed parse tree Th . Step 2,
we construct the suffix tree. In this step, there are two
comparison function, which one compares the single
node of statement, another compares the subtree of
statement body. The input of this step is Th and the
output is the suffix tree Ts . Step 3, we find out all clones
that are satisfied the thresholds that can be defined by
user. In this step, we set the threshold of number of
statements and the threshold of repetition. The input is
the suffix tree Ts and the output is a set of clone classes
Θ. The framework of our algorithm shows in Figure 5.
We describe the first step in section 4.1, the second
step in section 4.2, and the last step in section 4.3.

Let Hbe a hash function, and n ∈ N , such that
Ai if n.kind=ASSIGN and n.type=INT




Ac if n.kind=ASSIGN and n.type=CHAR



At if n.kind=ASSIGN and n.type=FLOAT
H(n) =
Si if n.kind=IF




S
if n.kind=WHILE

w


Sf if n.kind=FUNC CALL
We also propose the Hash Parse Tree algorithm as
Figure 6. The algorithm is using H to hash each statement of the program parse tree. It stores the information
of the function name into the node if the key of the node
is Sf . And if the key is Sw or Si , it hashes the body of
Sw or Si by recursion. Last we set the key $ for marking
the end of statement list. Show the example of hashing
parse tree in Figure 7.
5.2 Constructing Suffix Tree
In this section, we describe how use the hashed parse
tree Th to construct the suffix tree Ts and show the
algorithm. We use the concept of suffix tree while its
input is a string which is different from the input of
our algorithm. The main idea of constructing suffix
tree is adding the substring of string S of each stage
into the suffix tree root, which the substring of each
stage is a substring that was removed the first latter of
the substring of the front stage. Hence we abstract the
concept for tree input. In our algorithm, we add the
subtree of hashed parse tree of each stage into suffix
tree root, which the root of subtree of each stage is the
next pointer of the root of subtree of front stage except
Si and Sw nodes. When we consider the next stage
which hash key k of root is Si or Sw , we would push
the next pointer to stack and make the root of next
stage be the first node of its body. And we would pop
the pointer to be next stage root from stack when we
get the symbol $ which implies that we get end of body
of Si or Sw .
When we add the subtree of each stage into the
suffix tree, we use the function Compare N ode(M, N ) to
decide the nodes, M and N , sharing the same node or
not by comparing their keys. If the keys of M and N both
are Si or Sw , we use the function Compare Sub(m, n)
to compare the subtree of their body. Then we show
the algorithm and the three major auxiliary function
of the algorithm as Figure 8, 9. And the example of
constructing suffix tree show in Figure 10.

5.1 Hashing Parse Tree
In this section, we describe the hash function and the
hash parse tree algorithm. The hash function H hash the
statement nodes of parse tree to the hash keys(values)
K. We denote the hash functions H:N → K, where N is
the set of statement nodes of parse tree, and K is the
set of hash keys that are Ai , Ac , Af , Si , Sw , and Sf .

5.3 Detecting Clones
In this section, we describe how to find out the parameterized clones from the suffix tree Ts and show the
algorithm. The input is the suffix tree Ts , and the output
is a set of clone class Θ. We set the threshold of number
of statement K and the threshold of number of repetition
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Algorithm: Construct_Suffix_Tree
Input : T h
Output : Suffix Tree T s
Initialize T s and stack S
sf_head = T s.root;
stage = T h .root;
head = T h .root;
while(stage != NULL)
{
while( exists n in sf_head.children such that
Compare_Node( n , head) is true )
{
sf_head = n ;
record_location( n , head);
head = head.next;
}
Add_Suffix_Tree(sf_head, head);
sf_head = T s .root;
stage = Next_Stage(stage);
head = stage;
}
(b)
Function: Compare_Node
Compare_Node(N1, N2)
{ if(N1.key != N2.key)
Return false;
else
{ switch(N1.key)
CASE A i , A c , A f :
return true;
break;
CASE S f :
if(N1.name == N2.name)
return true;
else
return false;
break;
CASE S i :
if( Compare_Sub(N1.then, N2.then) )
return Compare_Sub(N1.else, N2.else);
else
return false;
break;
CASE S w : if( Compare_Sub(N1.body, N2.body) )
return true;
else
return false;
break;
default :
return false; // $
}
}
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(a)

Function: Compare_Sub
Compare_Sub(S1, S2)
{ if(S1.key == $ && S2.key == $)
return true;
if(Compare_Node(S1, S2))
return Compare_Sub(S1.next, S2.next) ;
else
Return false;
}
(b)

Function: Next_Stage
Next_Stage( p )
{
switch( p )
{CASE A i , A c , A f , S f : p = p .next;
break;
CASE S i :
push( S , p .next);
push( S , p .else);
p = p .then;
break;
CASE S w :
push( S , p .next);
p = p .body;
break;
CASE $ :
pop( S );
break;}
return p ;
}

Fig. 9. The Compare Subtree and the Next Stage Functions .

$ 6
$ 5

Ai
Ai
Ai

Sw Sf

$
$

6

A N E XAMPLE

We now consider a complete program code which is
a function to get a minimal array from two arrays. In
this function, there are 3 nested loops that have similar
structure, in which two are used for bubble sorting. In
figure 12(a), the right side is the program and the left

T s . root

Sf

Ai
Ai

N. And we consider the distance of each node n from
the root of Ts to n, which is the number of statement,
and consider the number of leafs of the subtree rooted
at n, which is the number of repetition. For each node
n, if the number of statement of n and the number of
repetition of n both exceed the threshold K and N, the
path from the root of Ts to n is a parameterized clone.
We show the algorithm in Figure 11(a) and the example
in Figure 11(b).

Ai

Sw Sf

Sw Sf

Ai
Sw

Fig. 8. The Constructing Suffix Tree Algorithm and the
Compare Node Functions.

Ai

$ 1

Construct_Suffix_Tree

Sw Sf
Sf

$ 2

$ 3

$ 4

$ 7

$ 8

Fig. 10. The Suffix Tree Example .

side is a marking table that marks the lines as clone
by manually using three different approaches which
are Baker’s(+), Baxter’s(-), and ours(*). we calculate the
clone line count and rate in Figure 12(b) according to
the marking table.
In Figure 12(b), we can see our approach detect the
largest clone in this program code, since we can find
out the sequence line 32 to line 43 as parameterized
clone that can’t be detected by other’s approaches. And
we can see the sequence line 17 to line 24 that is only
detected by Baker’s approach, but this sequence doesn’t
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( a ) Algorithm
Algorithm: Clone_Detect
Input : T s
Output : a set of clones Θ
Initialize Θ
Head = T s .root;
Clone_Detect(head)
{
FORALL n in head.children
If( n .depth < K )
Clone_Detect( n );
else
{
if( n .count >= N )
{
C = Creat_Clone();
tmp= n ;
while(tmp.parent != T s .root)
tmp = tmp.parent;
Copy( C .location, tmp.location);
C .depth = n .depth;
Add C into Θ
Clone_Detect( n );
}
}
return;
}
(b)Example
$

6

$ 5

Ai

Ai

Ai

Sw Sf
Sw Sf
T s . root

$ 1

Sw Sf
$

2

$ 3

$ 4

Sw

Sf

Sf

$ 7

$ 8
Clone_Detect

Θ has 1 clone c lass C
C has 3 clone instances

( a ) The example
1 v o i d g e t _m i n i ma l _ ar r a y
2 ( i n t * a[ ], in t * b[ ] , in t m, i nt n )
3 { in t i ,j , * t em p ;
/* b u bb l e so r t */
i= 0 ;
＊ ＋4
wh i l e (i < m )
＊ ＋5
{
j=0 ;
＊ ＋6
w hi l e ( j< m - 1)
＊ ＋7
{
i f ( a[ j ] > a [ j + 1] )
＊ ＋8
{
te m p =a [ j ];
＊－＋9
a [ j ] =a [ j +1 ] ;
＊ － ＋ 10
a [ j + 1] = t em p ;
＊ － ＋ 11
}
12
j = j +1 ;
＊
13
}
14
i =i + 1 ;
＊
15
}
16
/* b u bb l e so r t */
i= 0 ;
＋ 17
wh i l e (i < n )
＋ 18
{
j=0 ;
＋ 19
w hi l e ( j< n - 1)
＋ 20
i f ( b[ j ] > b [ j + 1] )
{
＋ 21
{
te m p =b [ j ];
＊ － ＋ 22
b [ j ] =b [ j +1 ] ;
＊ － ＋ 23
b [ j + 1] = t em p ;
＊ － ＋ 24
j = j + 1;
25
}
26
else
27
j = j + 1;
28
}
29
i =i + 1 ;
30
}
31
/* a = mi n a rr a y */
i= 0 ;
＊
32
wh i l e (i < m )
＊
33
{
j=0 ;
＊
34
w hi l e ( j< n )
＊
35
i f ( a[ i ] >b [ j ] )
{
＊
36
{
te m p =a [ i ];
＊ － ＋ 37
a [ i ] =b [ j ];
＊ － ＋ 38
b [ j ] =t e m p;
＊ － ＋ 39
}
40
j = j +1 ;
＊
41
}
42
i =i + 1 ;
＊
43
}
44
45 }
( b ) T he manual result
Criteria

Set the Thresholds Θ= { C }
C= {{1,2},{2,3},{5,6}}
K =2 and N =2

Fig. 11. The Detecting Clone Algorithm and Its Example.

have complete syntax since it doesn’t include right
braces for while and if statements. In other words, the
clone detected by Baker’s approach is a bad clone. It is
similar to the sequence line 4 to line 11 that is detected
by Baker’s.
For our approach, we find out 23 lines program code
as clone, in which it has 2 clone classes and 5 clone
instances. One clone class includes 3 clone instances
which are line 9 to 11, line 22 to 24, and line 37 to 39;
another includes 2 clone instances which are line 4 to
15 and line 32 to 43. By the observation, we can see
that these two clone classes have the intersection which

Baker’s
Approach
＋
Marked with
Lines in
19
Clones
Lines in
Program

42%

Baxter’s
Approach
－

Our
Approach
＊

9

23

20%

51%

Fig. 12. A Complete Example and the Result.

causes that we only can choose one clone class to make
the procedure. How to get the best clone class to make
procedure is a important issue, hence we leave this
topic for future work.
This example clearly shows that our intention of clone
detection is different from other’s. If only code fragment
can be transformed into procedure call, we consider it
as clone instance.
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C ONCLUSION

First, we proposed the different concept of the clones.
For any two code fragments, if they are parameterized
clone, these two fragments must can be replaced by one
procedure. It is very different from traditional concept
of clone, which clone is exact match or parameterized
match.
Second, we proposed a hashing function such that this
function can hash a statement to a key, which implied
the parse tree to be simple. The hashing function can
hash the same type statements into the same key no
matter how many operands they have. Hence, we can
detect the clones which are larger than others’ detected.
Final, we used the suffix tree to find the common
sequence for tree structure. It implies that we do not
need to use the similarity function to compare two
fragments that are similar or not. Comparing the
similarity is a heavy task because it needs to compute
all nodes of any two trees no matter the subtrees was
already computed or not.
For reducing code size, the parameterized clones can
be transformed into procedural calls, but how to find
the most efficient way that transform these clones is a
continuous research. This problem is not easy, we need
to consider the cost of making procedural calls and the
cost of each parameters. Also, if a clone instance is added
an independent statement, it produce the problem ”this
instance is in original clone or not”. These issue will
discuss in our future research.
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( a ) the example of code fragment to parse tree
ASSIGN
ID
“x”

EXP
3*x
ASSIGN
ID
“y”

EXP
x+y

ASSIGN
ID
“z”

Code fragment:
1.x=3*x;
PARSER
2.y=x+y;
3.z=0;
4.while(x<y)
5.{ z=z+x;
6. x=x+z%10;
7.}
8.print(z);

EXP
0

condition
EXP
x<y

WHILE

body
FUNC_CAL

ASSIGN

func_nam
NULL
e
“print” ARG_LIST
“z”

ID
“z” EXP
z+x
ASSIGN
ID
“x ”

NULL
EXP
x+z%10

( b ) the example of parse tree to hashed parsed tree
ASSIGN
ID
“x”

EXP
3*x
ASSIGN

Ai

ID
“y”

Ai

EXP
x+y

ASSIGN
ID
“z”

Ai
EXP
0

Hash_Parse_Tree

condition
EXP
x<y

Body

WHILE

body

func_nam
NULL
e
ARG_LIST
“print”
“z”

ID
“z” EXP
z+x
ASSIGN
ID
“x ”

NULL
EXP
x+z%10

Fig. 7. The Hashed Parse Tree Example.

Sf

Ai
FUNC_CAL

ASSIGN

Sw

$

Ai
$

